Abstract. The question of extending L p -sub-Markovian semigroups to the spaces L q , q b p, and the interpolation of L p -sub-Markovian semigroups with Feller semigroups is investigated. The structure of generators of L p -sub-Markovian semigroups is studied. Subordination in the sense of Bochner is used to discuss the construction of re®nements of L p -sub-Markovian semigroups. The ro Ã le played by some function spaces which are domains of de®nition for L p -generators is pointed out. The problem of regularising powers of generators as well as some perturbation results are discussed.
Introduction
Probably the most important equation connecting the theory of Markov processes with functional analysis is given by 0X1 p t xY A T t w A x E x w A X t X Here T t t0 is a semigroup of operators on some function space over R n (for simplicity), X t t0 Y P x x e R n is a Markov process with state space R n and transition function p t xY A; w A is the characteristic function of the set A. In order to construct a Markov process using the Kolmogorov theorem we have to know the family p t xY A of (sub-)Markovian kernels. One way to construct p t xY A is to start with a given operator semigroup T t t0 and to de®ne p t xY A through (0.1). In this case it is natural to use the theory of strongly continuous contraction semigroups on Banach spaces. The direct approach is, of course, a pointwise construction working with continuous functions. This means that we start with a Feller semigroup T y t t0 , that is a positivity preserving strongly continuous contraction semigroup on the Banach space C y R n Y k Á k y of all continuous functions vanishing at in®nity. Now we have a nice structure theorem for the generator of T y t t0 due to Ph. Courre Áge.
However, there are two major drawbacks: in order to obtain non-trivial examples of Feller semigroups, one uses the Hille-Yosida-Ray theorem. This means that one has to solve equations in the Banach space C y R n which can be quite di½cult. Moreover, operators with non-smooth coe½cients cannot be treated in general.
M. Fukushima proposed to start with a symmetric L 2 -sub-Markovian semigroup T 2 t t0 , i.e., a strongly continuous L 2 -contraction semigroup satisfying the subMarkov property 0 u 1 aXeX implies 0 T 2 t u 1 aXeX Using the potential theory of the associated quadratic form, the Dirichlet form, it is possible to construct the transition function up to an exceptional set, i.e., a set of capacity zero. This method has the advantage that L 2 R n is a Hilbert space where it is easier to solve equations and thus to construct semigroups using the Hille-Yosida theorem; moreover, one can treat operators with non-smooth coe½cients. A major problem is, of course, the presence of exceptional sets which implies that the constructed process e¨ectively lives on R n less an exceptional set and that all considerations have to be done modulo this set. This problem can be overcome if we consider L 2 -sub-Markovian semigroups T 2 t t0 with the property that for all bounded and measurable sets A the functions . We may, therefore, establish the continuity of (0.2) for those cases where we can embed the intersection (of some ®nite number) of domains of powers of A 2 into CR n . Usually, it is quite hard to obtain precise information on DA 2 k for k 2 and this requires (in general) higher regularity of the coe½cients.
With the Sobolev embedding theorem and the theory of (second order) elliptic di¨erential operators in mind, it might be helpful to pass from the L 2 -theory to an L p -setting, p b 2, and to consider operators with domains in some L p -space such that we may embed these domains into CR n L p R n .
The purpose of this paper is to discuss these ideas and to give some examples. Sections 1±5 are of theoretical nature whereas sections 6±9 contain illuminating examples.
In Section 1 we discuss the problem of extending a given L p -sub-Markovian semigroup to the spaces L q R n , q b p. which was ®rst proved for p 2 and selfadjoint operators by N. Bouleau and F. Hirsch [7] , for the general case we refer to A. Eberle [13] , V. Liskevich and Yu. Semenov [41] , Z.-M. Ma and M. Ro È ckner [43] , E. M. Ouhabaz [48] ± [49] , and [34] . Using the extension result from Section 1 we conclude that any L p -Dirichlet operator extends to L q -Dirichlet operators for all p`q`y. Under suitable regularity assumptions on the respective domains and the mapping behaviour, see Theorem 2.4 for details, we infer that each L q -generator satis®es the positive maximum principle and has the same structure as a Feller-generator. This result is quite important since it tells us something about the type of the operator one has to start in order to construct an L p -sub-Markovian semigroup, or if p 2, a Dirichlet form.
Section 3 recalls just some basic facts on subordination in the sense of Bochner which is applied in Section 4 to discuss the q-transform V p r r0 of an L p -sub-Markovian semigroup T p t t0 which is needed to handle re®nements of that semigroup. This is, of course, closely related to the work of P. Malliavin [18] and [20] using spectral theory. Our proof is based on a functional calculus for generators of semigroups and Bernstein functions, see [53] .
In Section 5 we discuss the problem of constructing re®nements of L p -sub-Markovian semigroups. In particular we are interested in L p -sub-Markovian semigroups w A x to construct an associated Hunt process without any exceptional set. Otherwise we shall try to reduce the exceptional set whenever possible by using capacities associated with T p t t0 and F rY p for some suitable r. The key observation (which seems to be new in our context) is that a combination of the regularising e¨ects of an analytic semigroup with the concrete characterisation of the domain(s) (of powers) of the generator, and Sobolev-type embeddings will immediately give the strong L p -sub-Markov property, see Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4. A ®rst example for this idea is provided by semigroups generated by second order elliptic di¨erential operators. Of course, not every (analytic) L p -sub-Markovian semigroup is a strong L p -sub-Markovian semigroup. In this case we use the theory of rY p-capacities to get re®nements, see [17] ± [18] or [20] which is brie¯y recorded for the reader's convenience.
Our approach can be summed up in the following way: Let In Sections 6 and 7 we consider the domain of the generator itself. In Section 8 we are concerned with the problem of regularising powers of generators. We restrict ourselves (as in [19] and [32] ) to the Hilbert space case, but handle quite general pseudo-di¨erential operators qxY D, see W. Hoh [23] ± [27] or [31] , [33] .
In this case it is clear that the semigroup is analytic, see E. M. Stein [55] , and that in general the space H Y 2k R n which may describe the domain DÀA 2 k has better embedding properties the larger k is. In fact, for satisfying asymptotically x c 0 jxj
, it turns out that the coe½cients x U 3 qxY x must have increasing regularity with increasing k. In particular the very simple examples taken from [28] show quite detailed which type of regularity of the coe½cients is needed to reach ®nally a space DÀA 2 k 0 which is embedded into C y R n . In the intermediate steps the processes can only be constructed up to certain exceptional sets which however become smaller and smaller as k approaches k 0 .
The ®nal section treats (from the structural point of view) a simple perturbation of the original generator. Moreover, we restrict our concrete considerations to the easy case À 1 D a, where 1 x x 1, X R n 3 R is a continuous negative de®nite function, and a e L y R n , a 0. We discuss the associated L p -generator and study the e¨ects of the regularity of a on the strong L p -sub-Markov property of the semigroup. Our reasoning is not con®ned to this case but can easily be applied to similar situations.
Despite the lack of a general L p -theory for the operators (0.3) our examples show the following:
good applicability of the L p -theory to operators obtained from given generators by standard constructions such as subordination or perturbation;
there is a natural limit in the rY p-capacity re®nements of L p -sub-Markovian semigroups, namely the strong L p -sub-Markovian semigroups; the determination of domains in terms of concrete function spaces is the key to get concrete re®nement results.
Notation. If X is a Banach space we denote its norm by k Á jX k. Since we work always on R n we will from now on drop the R n in function spaces, e.g.,
n . All other notation should be standard or self-explanatory.
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On L p -sub-Markovian semigroups and Feller semigroups
We start de®ning the central objects of our investigation. 
Our ®rst problem is the following question: given an L p -sub-Markovian semigroup T p t t0 does it extend to other L q spaces, i.e., is it possible to ®nd an L qsub-Markovian semigroup T q t t0 such that for all t 0
Without proof we mention the well-known 
However, we want to prove more, namely that S p extends to an L q contraction. This will be done by interpolation, andÐfor reasons becoming clear laterÐwe interpolate not the operators
y , but we will use as second operator a linear contraction on B b (the Banach space of bounded Borel measurable functions on R n , normed in the usual way).
First recall the Hadamard three lines theorem, see [2, page 195 ] for a proof.
1Y y e Rg and its closure. Further let F be a bounded continuous function on which is analytic in . Then the function
Then there exists for every q, p`q`y, a linear contraction S q on L q such that 
For each z e C let z 1 À z p and let y e 0Y 1 be such that y 1 q , i.e., 1 À y p 1 q .
Further, for z e C de®ne u z X juj zay e i arg u v z X jvj 1Àza1Ày e i arg v and set
the desired estimate (1.4) will follow from Hadamard's three lines theorem if we show that F is analytic in and bounded, continuous in with jF iyj 1 and jF 1 iyj 1 for all y e RX First note that
which shows that z U 3 F z is an entire function. It also reveals that F is bounded in since the real part of z is bounded there. Applying Ho È lder's inequality and using the fact that S is an L p -contraction we have 
and similarly, since 1 À y 1 q H and Re1 À iy 
Now we may use Corollary 1.7 to answer the extension problem for sub-Markovian semigroups: 
extends for all p`q`y to a strongly continuous contraction semigroup T q t t0 of sub-Markovian operators on L q satisfying Due to a result of Ph. Courre Áge [10] we know that on C y 0 the operator A y is a pseudo-di¨erential operator
where q X R n Â R n 3 C is a measurable, locally bounded function such that for every x e R n the function qxY Á X R n 3 C is continuous and negative de®nite (in the sense of I. J. Schoenberg), i.e., qxY 0 0 and x U 3 e ÀtqxY x is for all t b 0 and all x e R n positive de®nite (in the usual sense). Alternatively, qxY Á satis®es the following Le Âvy-Khinchin formula qxY [7] showed that its generator A 2 Y DA 2 is a Dirichlet operator in the sense that
holds for all u e DA 2 . For non-symmetric sub-Markovian semigroups on L 2 this result is shown in the monograph [43] by Z.-M. Ma and M. Ro È ckner. However, from (2.3) we cannot deduce a structure theorem like Courre Áge's result. The notion of a Dirichlet operator in the context of L p -sub-Markovian semigroups were introduced by the second author, see [34, 35] , where also related and independent results of A. Eberle [13] , V. Liskevich and Yu. Semenov [41] , and E. M. Ouhabaz [48, 49] X Now we can apply Proposition 2.3 to the left-hand side of (2.10) with g w fAu 0g Au and f u , and the right-hand side of (2.10) with g Àw fAu0g Au and f u . Since D r pp 0 L p C b we ®nd 2X11 ess supfu x X x e fAu b 0gg ess supfu x X x e fAu`0ggX
Suppose ®rst that u has only one isolated absolute positive maximum at x 0 , y 0 ux 0 sup x e R n ux 0. Since Au is continuous, x 0 e fAu 0g. Indeed, if x 0 f fAu 0g, then x 0 e fAu b 0g, and (2.11) would entail that y 0 ess supfu x X x e fAu b 0gg ess supfu x X x e fAu`0gg`y 0 Y since y 0 is the unique isolated supremum. Hence x 0 e fAu 0g and Aux 0 0.
Next we suppose that there are several positive maxima. We set Mu X y X uy 0 and uy sup
Take some arbitrary x 0 e Mu and choose j as in (2.7). For n e N the function
belongs to D where r n is given by the real number
Note, that by our assumptions on j we have j0 b jx for all x H 0. It follows that v n X u j n e D and v n x 0 ux 0 j n x 0 ux j n x 0 b ux j n x v n xX Thus v n has a single isolated absolute maximum at the point x 0 with v n x 0 ux 0 r n . We may apply the result of the ®rst case to get 0 Av n x 0 Aux 0 Aj n x 0 X However for Aj n x 0 we have
jAjnÁ À x 0 xj 1 n Y thus lim n3y jAj n x 0 j 0Y implying ®nally 0 lim n3y Av n x 0 Aux 0 X Since x 0 e Mu was arbitrarily chosen, the theorem is proved. r 
Subordination in the sense of Bochner
Subordination is a technique to obtain new semigroups from a given one. On the level of in®nitesimal generators, subordination gives rise to a functional calculus. S. Bochner developed these ideas in his 1949 paper [5] and in his monograph [6] .
Our references for this section are the monographs of C. Berg, G. Forst [4] , and of S. Bochner [6] and the papers of R. S. Phillips [50] , F. Hirsch [22] , C. Berg, Kh. Boyadzhiev and R. deLaubenfels [3] , and R. L. Schilling [52, 53] .
Let T t t0 be a strongly continuous semigroup on L p (or C y ) with generator AY DA and let m t t0 be a convolution semigroup of sub-probability measures supported in 0Y y. It is well known that these convolution semigroups are in oneto-one correspondence with Bernstein functions. This correspondence is given by In this situation the Bochner integral
is well-de®ned and gives a strongly continuous semigroup on L p (or C y ). Properties like contractivity, Markov or Feller property are passed over from T t t0 to T f t t0 .
For f to be a Bernstein function it is necessary and su½cient to satisfy the following Le Âvy-Khinchin-type representation
with aY b 0 and a measure m on 0Y y such that 0Y y ta1 tmdt`y. We will be mainly interested in the set of complete Bernstein functions, CBF, which consists of those Bernstein functions f satisfying mdt mt dtY mt
Àrt rdr with a measure r on 0Y y such that 0Y y 1 t À1 rdt t`y . It is not hard to see that f e CBF has the representation
Examples for complete Bernstein functions are the fractional powers, f x x 0 1 or the logarithm f x log1 x.
Using (3.2) and (3.3) one can obtain representation formulae for A f . This problem was ®rst investigated by R. S. Phillips in [50] for general Bernstein functions. Here we follow F. Hirsch [22] , C. Berg, Kh. Boyadzhiev and R. deLaubenfels [3] , R. L. Schilling [53] , where it was shown (independently) that for f e CBF A f u Àau bAu
holds. This is a straightforward generalisation of Balakrishnan's formula for frac-tional powers, e.g., Yosida [60, Chapter IX.11] , in the sense that
In fact, as it was shown in [53] , we have even
where m k t k 0 e Àrt rdr. (A similar result is due to F. Hirsch [22] .)
As in the case of fractional powers, subordination gives rise to a functional calculus that is in agreement with the classical Dunford-Taylor-integral, cf. DunfordSchwartz [12, VII.9]. The next theorem collects some general results on CBF as well as material from [52, 53] on the functional calculus.
Theorem 3.2 A. CBF is a convex cone that is stable under pointwise limits and composition of functions.
B.
A f Àf ÀA with the resolvent of Àf ÀA being given by the DunfordTaylor-integral.
E. If f e CBF then gx x f x e CBF and A ÀA f A g ÀA g A f .
F. If f n e CBF for any n e N and f n 3 f ( pointwise) then f e CBF and A f n u 3 A f u strongly.
The above equalities have to be understood as equalities between closed operators, their domains being given by (3.4).
Remark 3.3 A. Subordination has a nice stochastic interpretation: if there is a stochastic process related to T t t0 , then T f t t0 gives rise to a stochastic process and this process is obtained by a random time-change of the original process.
B. It is possible to extend Theorem 3.2 to the algebra generated by CBF. For such f, however A f is, in general, not any longer a generator of a semigroup but merely a closed operator. This was investigated in [53] . is injective we may de®ne for 1`p`y the spaces
Clearly F rY p Y k Á j F rY p k is a separable Banach space. 
The very de®nition of the logarithm of an operator in Banach space, cf. V. Nollau [47] , proves the following auxiliary result. Another approach is to use capacities and to de®ne the process only up to a set N of capacity zero in the state space. The drawback of this method is thatÐunless the set N is the empty setÐthe process is only de®ned on RnN, i.e., it can only start at points outside N. This was the idea of M. Fukushima in [16] where he used Dirichlet forms to construct Hunt processes.
In this section we will ®rst discuss conditions for an L p -sub-Markovian semigroup to be strongly L p -sub-Markovian, and then the theory of rY p-capacities and its application to analytic L p -sub-Markovian semigroups.
The concept of rY p-capacities was introduced by P. Malliavin in [44] , see also [45] , and many investigations have been done in the context of sub-Markovian semigroups by M. Fukushima and H. Kaneko, see [17, 18] , [20] and [38] .
In order to study capacities we need further properties of the spaces F rY p de®ned in Section 4, (4.2)±(4.3). In this section we recall some results from [15] and outline possible applications. Let X R n 3 R be a ®xed continuous negative de®nite function with representation
where n is a Le Âvy measure integrating the function x U 3 1Sjxj 2 . For any R b 0 we decompose according to x R x R x where We have already seen in the previous sections that good knowledge of the spaces DA p k does help to decide whether an analytic L p -sub-Markovian semigroup is strongly L p -sub-Markovian. In this section we will discuss how the improvement of the regularity of the coe½cients will turn an analytic L p -sub-Markovian semigroup into a strong L p -sub-Markovian semigroup. The result depends essentially on the fact that higher regularity of the coe½cients allows us to determine the domains of (large integer) powers of the generator in terms of function spaces.
Due to the massive problems in the L p -analysis of pseudo-di¨erential operators with negative de®nite symbols we restrict ourselves to the Hilbert space case. The results we discuss here are closely related to earlier considerations of M. Fukushima, H. Kaneko and the second named author in [19] , as well as in [32] . Our point of view, however, is now somewhat di¨erent.
First let us ®x the class of operators. For this let q X R n Â R n 3 C be a continuous function such that x U 3 qxY x is negative de®nite. Further assume that X R n 3 R is a ®xed continuous negative de®nite function satisfying D3 C y holds often for a larger range of p (depending of and n) than the embedding H Y 2 p D3 C y , we see that higher regularity of a will give smaller exceptional sets which might even vanish at all.
